SCENES AT FRESHMAN CAMP

IT'S COLD BUT IT'S CUSTOMARY. Here is how the freshmen tossed in Michael A. Kuryla, '36, vice-president of the Sophomore class, as a token of their great esteem.

SHIVERING BUT SMILING. Michael A. Kuryla, '36, is shown emerging from the icy waters of Lake Massapoag after the traditional dunking at the hands of the first year men.

VICE-PRESIDENT VANSTEER BUSH addresses the men gathered around the council ring.

"AT THE SIGN OF THE THREE BRASS BALLS."

OHIO DANNISON, '11, gives the boys another encore of that old Technology favorite — as only Obie can render it.

EXCELLENT WEATHER FOR SWIMMING drew this large crowd to the float to enjoy a cool dip before dinner.

Here is Dean Harold E. Lobbell, '17 (with hat) just after completing his talk at the council ring. A little further to the right can be seen Assistant Dean Thomas P. Pitre saying "some joke, eh, boss?" to Professor Samuel C. Prescott, or words to that effect.

Right: THE MANLY ART OF SELF DEFENSE as acquired at Technology is demonstrated by a couple of obliging lads from the boxing team.